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July meeting:    
Our July meeting will be held on July 22, 2010.  The meeting will be held at 7 pm at the Clinton Library.  Our guest speaker 
Erin Anderson will discuss researching the D.A.R. resources. 

 
Events:   
 
GENEALOGY EXCHANGE WORKSHOP 
 
Genealogy Exchange Workshop, Saturday, 7 August 2010, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Williamsburg, KY Tourism/Convention Center, Exit 11 off I-75, Across from Cumberland Inn 
Free Admission, Everyone Welcome! 
This genealogy day is open to anyone researching families of southeastern KY/northeastern TN. 
Bring charts, photos and family information for sharing with others. 
Hope to see you there! 
Mary Lou Hudson  maryluhudson@comcast.net 
 
 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF FEDERATION OF GENEALOGICAL SOCIETIES 
 
The Federation of Genealogical Societies will hold it’s 2010 National Conference in Knoxville Tennessee, August 18 – 20th.  
The theme of this year’s convention is “Rediscovering America’s First Frontier”.  For more information or a calendar of 
keynote speakers, email office@ fgs.org,  or phone 888-347-1500.   FGS 2010 Conference, P.O. Box 200940, Austin TX, 78720-
0940. 
 
From the Internet: 
 
We currently have 34 people subscribe to our Facebook page since it was created in May.  I would like to thank everyone 
who has visited and contributed to our page. 
 
Contribution from Facebook subscriber Martin Koers: 
 
We are pleased to announce a new website concerning the emigration from Northwestern Germany to the US: www.german-
immigrants.com 
 
In the 19th century, more than 20,000 people emigrated from the region Emsland / Grafschaft (county) Bentheim, situated in 
the Northwestern part of Germany, to the United States of America.  In the beginning, a close contact between the “Old” 
and the “New World” was established, mostly by writing letters. Over the years and decades, the relationship broke more 
and more.  The website www.german-immigrants.com would like to revive this connection and will provide data and tools to 
enable interested people on both sides of the “salt-water curtain” doing research and taking up contact again or for the first 
time.  A free-of-charge database with records on currently more than 15,000 German immigrants is the centerpiece of this 
website. 
 



Contribution from Facebook subscriber Silas Bridges 
 
 

 
 
Home of George (Porter) and Samintha Farmer Johnson, in the Lost Bottom Community of South Clinton. George was one of 
the sons of John and Eliza Hensley Johnson. 
 
 
The Pellissippian. 
 
Issue #1 of the 2010 Pellissippian has been mailed.  If you haven’t received your copy, contact Charlie Abner: 
abnerc799@aol.com     
 
Our Journal prints family histories and photos, Bible records, childhood memories, family reunion notices, and research 
queries.  E-mail to Material may be mailed in clean, scannable copy to: PGHS, Attn: Journal Editor, 118 South Hicks St., 
Clinton, TN 37716-2826.     Sharing your e-mail address with PGHS members makes it easy for others who are researching the 
same surnames to correspond with you. Please send to Charlie Abner at: abnerc799@aol.com  Remember to update if you 
change your address.  We are happy to print your queries in the Journal and on the society’s web site: http://pellissippi-
society.home.comcast.net    To maintain the society’s bulk mail status, the US Postal Service requires us to verify recipients’ 
zip codes once a year.  If your postal address has changed in any way, please let us know.  An incorrect address means that 
you’ll miss receiving your Journal. 
 
USPS requires an annual update of their zip code.  The US Post Office is getting real picky...if the address isn't absolutely 
correct, we may get their journals back as "Undeliverable as addressed...Return to Sender...Postage Due $1.65."  Then we get 
to send it out again, not at bulk rate, but as first class mail...$1.82.  If the recipient moves to another apartment in the same 
building, the journal is returned to us, because the address is incorrect. 
 
Thanks Charlie Abner 
 
 



Thanks to Ann Worthington for forwarding this article from the New England Historic Genealogical Society  
 
Research Recommendations: Why Read Old Magazines? 
by Michael J. Leclerc 
One of the benefits of working at NEHGS is being surrounded by shelf after shelf of magazines and journals covering the 
topics of history and genealogy, some of which date back decades, while others date back centuries. I often hear people say 
that they don’t care about anything but recent periodicals, because older stories about research and methodology don’t take 
into account modern research styles. These people do themselves an incredible disservice by not looking at everything that 
is available to them. 
The information contained in the 1860 census has not changed a bit in the century and a half since it was first taken. Our 
means of accessing it has changed since 1932. We moved from looking at original ledger books to microfilm copies to digital 
images online. But the essential data is the same, and understanding that data is still the same.  
This point was recently reinforced with me recently. I was looking for an article published in an old version of the 
Association of Professional Genealogists Quarterly. In looking for my article, I ran across a two-part series from 1989 on 
“How to Have Your Article Accepted or Rejected by the Editor.” The series was adapted from a panel discussion on the 
working relationship between writers and editors held at the 1988 National Genealogical Society Conference in Biloxi, 
Mississippi. The APGQ ran four articles in the series: 

“Determining Genealogical Journal Content” by David L. Greene, Ph.D., C.G., F.A.S.G.;  
“Documentation for Journal Articles” by Elizabeth Shown Mills, C.G., C.G.L., F.A.S.G., F.N.G.S.;  
“Contributing and Article: But to Which Periodical?” by Marcia Eisenberg;  
“The Editor’s Responsibility to Edit” by John Frederick Dorman, C.G., F.A.S.G., F.N.G.S.  

Among David Greene’s advice for writing is to check published material. He states “Please do not submit to any journal 
material that simply restates what is in print. We have received articles at our journal, for instance, restating material that is 
already in Savage’s Genealogical Dictionary of New England, which came out 128 years ago.” In 1989 one had to examine 
paper versions of the Periodical Source Index (PERSI) and the Genealogical Periodical Annual Index. With the advent of 
digital versions of journals, such as the Register, TAG, The Virginia Genealogist, and others available on 
www.NewEnglandAncestors.org, it is even easier to check material that has already been published. 
Greene’s next tip is to state your conclusions: “Please study the nature of evidence. You are aware of this already, so it 
doesn’t need to be stated at length But it is even more important — to state in your article why you have reached your 
conclusions. Over and over again we get articles from very good contributors who are so familiar with their own material that 
it does not occur to them that they need to state explicitly what is already obvious to them.” Would any of today’s editors 
disagree with this statement?  
Elizabeth Shown Mills tells the reader that “Documentation actually has a dual purpose. As genealogists we document to 
keep ourselves straight and we document to help others check our facts.” This is still as relevant today as it was twenty 
years ago. She also discusses the need for informational notes. These notes are used to discuss source information or other 
data needing clarification separate from the text.  
One of the most helpful suggestions from Marcia Eisenberg deals with societies (such as NEHGS) that have multiple 
publications. She encourages writers to examine the contents of both to “clarify whether a contribution would be more 
acceptable in the newsletter [or magazine] (which normally emphasizes current information) or the journal (which more often 
presents material of permanent value).” 
John Frederick Dorman gets right to the heart of the matter when he says “An editor must edit? A radical thought indeed! It 
is also one equally protested by those who submit manuscripts and many of those who agree to help put that material into 
print.” Unfortunately, little has changed in two decades, and many authors do not properly understand the function of the 
editor.  
Dorman goes on to say that “Some authors make a point of submitting what they term ‘camera-ready copy.’ Unfortunately it 
seldom is.” As an editor myself, I would add that truer words were never spoken. He goes on to discuss several duties of the 
editor, including checking for clarity, amplifying certain arguments the author is making, and eliminating extraneous materials.  
These four articles have stood the test of time quite admirably. Most editors today, while allowing for changes because of 
modern desktop publishing and other tools, would likely agree with just about everything these four authors said.  
So the next time you are wandering the stacks of the library with a few extra minutes to kill, take a look at some of the old 
journals and magazines. You might be surprised at the articles you find extremely helpful, even after all of these years. And if 
you are interested in reading further about the articles mentioned above, you can obtain copies through NEHGS 


